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Impact of war on geophysical research
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Abstract: In the 8th year of its hybrid war against Ukraine, Russia openly invaded more

of Ukraine. This brutal aggression affected millions of Ukrainians and divided their lives

into “before” and “after”. All aspects of life have suffered irreparable losses, in particular,

in scientific fields. This short communication is devoted to a small group of researchers

who, despite all the difficulties of the war, continue to work for the progress of fundamental

science. Representing the only palaeomagnetic laboratory in Ukraine, we share with the

world scientific community our team’s research progress before the invasion, reflecting

events during the occupation, and after the liberation of some regions.
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1. Introduction

Ukraine covers an area of 603,700 sq km (0.4% of the world’s land surface)
and it hosts numerous geological landmarks. Geological units and rocks of
Ukraine were formed over a gigantic time interval of 3.85 billion years, and
comprise a stratigraphic record from the Precambrian to present. The ex-
tensive distribution of exposures, their stratigraphic completeness, and the
enormous progress in their study provide a rare opportunity to investigate
the Earth’s evolution.

The major geological and metallogenic unit of Ukraine, the Precambrian
Ukrainian Shield, occupies more than one third of the country (Fig. 1).
It is overlain by a Phanerozoic sedimentary cover of irregular distribution,
with thickness up to 120 m. Together with negative structures beyond, the
Dnipro-Donets Depression, Black Sea Depression and Volyn-Podilia Plate,
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Fig. 1. Simplified map of geostructures of the territory of Ukraine, location of key geolog-
ical sites studied by our team, distribution of major mineral resources deposits, critical
infrastructure, overlain on map indicating territories occupied by Russia and territories
liberated by Ukraine’s armed forces (modified from Wikimedia Commons). The situation
at the front is presented as of December 2022; however, the situation changes radically as
Ukrainian forces liberate new territories. The newly retaken areas will not be available
for geophysical study for a long time due to shelling and mining.

and the Donbas Fold Belt, it comprises the southwestern margin of the
Eastern European Platform, which, in turn, is surrounded by young Alpine
units of the Carpathians in the west and Crimea in the south. Ukraine
has extremely rich and complementary mineral resources (5% of the world’s
potential), deposited mainly in the southeastern part of the country. With
reserves of some strategic mineral types, Ukraine is the largest source coun-
try in the world (Bezvynniy et al., 2006).

Geophysical research in Ukraine has been ongoing for the past 100 years.
At present, the leading geophysical institution is the S. I. Subbotin Institute
of Geophysics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Kyiv), cre-
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ated in 1960 as a result of the unification of various geophysical laboratories
and departments from different geological institutions. The main aim of the
institute is the study of the deep-seated structure of the Earth’s crust and
the upper mantle, and the exploration of mineral deposits using geophysical
methods.

For the past decade our team, operating at the Department of Rock
Magnetism and Marine Geophysics, in collaboration with Ukrainian and in-
ternational peers, has constantly contributed towards Ukraine’s, as well as
global geophysical research. The results on palaeomagnetism and rock mag-
netism of abundant deposits of different ages in large areas of Ukraine and
the Antarctic Peninsula, as well as palaeoclimate reconstructions and geo-
magnetic secular variations, were published in reputable journals (Table 1).
Furthermore, a mechanism for a possible connection between the geomag-
netic field and climate change, and the investigation of its features in the
two Earth’s hemispheres and Antarctic regions has been recently presented
(Table 1). This analytical research was conducted in the Palaeomagnetic
Lab (founded in 1959), located in a picturesque forest area near Demydiv
village, 35 km north of Kyiv (Figs. 1 and 2). Our laboratory is the only
research facility in Ukraine that possesses palaeomagnetic equipment.

2. Russia attacks Ukraine

On 24 February 2022, Russia suddenly and unjustifiably attacked Ukraine.
Tens of millions of peacefully sleeping people in the cities and villages, in
the very centre of Europe, awoke to find themselves under fire from missiles,
bombs and artillery.

As Russian forces bombarded and sought to encircle the Ukrainian capi-
tal of Kyiv, some researchers hunkered down at home, whereas others took
refuge with relatives in the countryside near Kyiv or were displaced to cen-
tral and western Ukraine. We did not expect the sudden attack of Russian
troops from Belarus directed at Kyiv. Thus, for 35 days (from February 24
to April 1), the staff of the Palaeomagnetic Lab suffered a terrible occupa-
tion, under regular shelling resulting in a humanitarian catastrophe, with
no electricity, gas, and telephone connection. Only a few managed to leave,
following a green corridor. The members of the staff of the laboratory were
alive and healthy, but their homes were damaged.
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Table 1. Recent palaeomagnetic and palaeoclimatic research developments in Ukraine
(with participation of our team).

Object of research Methods used Main result/
Global impact

Reference

Earth

Geomagnetic field
and climate

Geomagnetic models
Time series analyses
Statistical methods
of data processing

New mechanism
of relationships
between geomag-
netic field and
climate changes

Kilifarska et al., 2015;

Kilifarska et al., 2017;

Kilifarska et al.,

2020a,b

Antarctica

Cretaceous and
Palaeocene pluton-
ic rocks from west-
ern Antarctica

Palaeointensity
Palaeomagnetism
Magnetostratigraphy

New palaeodirec-
tions and palaeo-
intensity data
from the
Antarctic Penin-
sula

Bakhmutov and

Shpyra, 2011;

Shcherbakova et al.,

2012

Crustal studies of
the Antarctica

Gravity
Magnetic
Seismic
Petrology

Investigated
crustal structure
and processes of
the northern
Antarctic Penin-
sula

Yegorova et al., 2011;

Yegorova and

Bakhmutov, 2013

Complex magma-
gas-fluid system
of the western
Antarctica

Deep structure
Fluids
Submarine volcanoes
Mobile technology
Remote sensing
Data processing

Discovery of a
complex magma-
gas-fluid system
of the western
Antarctica

Soloviev et al., 2021

Ukraine

Quaternary loess-
soil sequences in
Ukraine

Rock magnetism
Magnetostratigraphy
Palaeopedology
Sedimentology

New pan-Euro-
pean climato-
stratigraphic
model of the
Pleistocene

Bakhmutov et al.,

2017;

Hlavatskyi and

Bakhmutov, 2020,

2021;

Bakhmutov and

Hlavatskyi, 2022

Permian and Trias-
sic intrusions of
Donbas, eastern
Ukraine

Palaeomagnetism
applied to tectonics

Reconstruction of
the palaeoposi-
tion of Pangea at
280 Ma

Yuan et al., 2011
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Table 1. Continued from the previous page.

Jurassic and Creta-
ceous sedimentary
rocks from Crimea
(southern Ukraine)
and Carpathians
(western Ukraine)

Biostratigraphy
Magnetostratigraphy
Gamma ray spec-
trometry
Carbon isotope
stratigraphy
Microfacies

New magneto-
stratigraphic,
biostratigraphic
and chemostrati-
graphic evidence
of the Jurassic-
Cretaceous
boundary

Bakhmutov et al.,

2018;

Grabowski et al., 2019;

Wimbledon et al.,

2020, 2022

Silurian and Devo-
nian sediments
from Podilia, SW
Ukraine

Palaeomagnetism
applied to tectonics
Rock and mineral
magnetism

Reconstruction of
the palaeoposi-
tion of Baltica at
410 Ma

Jeleńska et al., 2005;

Jeleńska et al., 2014

Ediacaran trap for-
mation of Volyn
Basalt Province,
NW Ukraine

Magnetic field varia-
tions
Palaeointensity
Rock and mineral
magnetism

New palaeodirec-
tions and palaeo-
intensity data for
the Ediacaran

Shcherbakova et al.,

2020;

Thallner et al., 2022

On 25 February 2022, the 1960s dam, built to drain the wetlands at the
mouth of the River Irpin, was opened to stop Russian troops advancing on
Kyiv. This flooded parts of Demydiv and 13,000 hectares of land (Mundy,

2022) (Fig. 2). The laboratory was not flooded; the magnetic equipment
replaced in the basement had been saved, although it was wetted due to the
lack of heating.

During the occupation, Russian troops settled in the laboratory, but
caused relatively minor damage (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, they destroyed
equipment and stole computers in the geomagnetic observatory in Dymer,
another institute facility, located 8 km north of Demydiv (Fig. 1). This
observatory (IAGA code KIV), operational since 1958, has been a member
of INTERMAGNET since 2011.

The main building of the Institute of Geophysics, sitting on the north-
western edge of Kyiv, was likewise located in the combat zone. From 25
February to 01 April 2022, the institute was only 5 km from the front line
(Fig. 1). Only 1 km from the institute, a high-rise apartment building was
completely destroyed by a missile. Fortunately, work had been transferred
to remote operations.
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3. A return to research and new challenges

Those of us who remained in the unoccupied part of Ukraine are actively
involved in volunteering, such as Ievgen Poliachenko, while others are mak-
ing financial donations to the armed forces, urban territorial defence, and
hospitals, and are involved in information warfare online. Fortunately, after
the defeat and retreat of the Russian troops in the battle of Kyiv, and the
liberation of the Demydiv Palaeomagnetic Lab on 1st April 2022, our ability
to conduct field work and analytical research has been partially renewed.
However, the continual explosions and howl of air-raid sirens are making it
increasingly difficult for many scientists to carry on with their research. In
particular, a massive rocket attack on Kyiv and Kyiv Oblast on 10 October
2022 stunned us again, when buildings of the major scientific and educa-
tional institutions, and energy infrastructure, were targeted. In addition to
air alerts, recent power outages slow down our research work.

In addition to the massive civilian casualties, the destruction and the
humanitarian crisis caused by the war, Russia’s military intervention in
Ukraine has interrupted its flourishing scientific research. After 2020, with
the support from the newly created National Research Foundation of Ukraine,
there has been significant improvement, with stimulation of break-through
research and integration into world Scientometrics. Leading and young sci-
entists at universities and research institutes have long worked guided by
international canons within interstate projects, and more recently in do-
mestic ones. One such project was the National Research Foundation of
Ukraine project 2020.02/0406, whereby our team aimed to study magnetic
proxies of palaeoclimate change in the Pleistocene loess-palaeosol sequences
of Ukraine. Due to the war, the implementation of projects has been sus-
pended, and all funds have been transferred for the needs of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine.

As of December 2022, Russia continued to occupy parts of Donetsk,
Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia oblasts, as well as the entire territory
of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea (Fig. 1). These include 15% of the
entire loess distribution area in Ukraine, where many of the most impor-
tant sections in Quaternary deposits (of continental, estuarine and marine
facies) are located. In 2022, expeditions had been planning to study the
Pleistocene loess-soil sections of Shyroka Balka (Black Sea Lowland) and
Melekyne (Azov Lowland) (Fig. 1). The first was recently on the front line
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Fig. 2. Aftermath of war in Demydiv and Palaeomagnetic Lab: a) flooded street in De-
mydiv; b) Palaeomagnetic Lab after the liberation; c) destroyed shops in the centre of
Demydiv; d) magnetically shielded room at the laboratory; e) gate destroyed by Russian
armored vehicles at the entrance to the territory of the lab.

(liberated on 11 November 2022 together with the city of Kherson); there
was heavy fighting, and the villages beyond are largely destroyed. Melekyne
is located 10 km southwest of Mariupol, temporarily under Russian occu-
pation.

The unique Mesozoic sections of Crimea and Palaeozoic sections of Don-
bas, which were actively studied by our group, are also under occupation.
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Although a large number of distinctive geological sites, such as the Volyn
Ediacaran Traps, the Podilia Neoproterozoic sedimentary deposits, and the
Quaternary deposits of Volyn, are located in northern and southwestern
parts of Ukraine; their research is potentially unsafe, because of constant
long-range missile attacks and ever-present threat of attacks from Belarus
and Russian-occupied part of Moldova (Fig. 1).

Russia’s forces have occupied the areas in eastern Ukraine that have a
significant concentration of mineral deposits, power plants and industry.
Fighting at the Zaporizhzhya nuclear power plant and bombardment of
the Kharkiv Institute of Physics and Technology’s flagship nuclear facility,
destruction of mines, chemical plants, oil depots and other industrial and
energy infrastructure, and burning of forests, significantly degrades the en-
vironmental situation in Ukraine and Eastern Europe. It is obvious that the
environmental issues will be most relevant (after the military, medical, and
habitation considerations) relative to further research projects in Ukraine.
After the end of the war and the liberation of the south-eastern regions of
Ukraine, along with the restoration of infrastructure and reconstruction of
housing and plants, areas with geological sites will also need careful demi-
ning and restoration, which will hamper the study of these areas.

4. Ukraine’s urgent needs

As stated by the president of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(Zagorodny, 2022), Ukraine now needs widespread humanitarian support
and miscellaneous supplies to stop Russia’s brutal aggression, to offer safety
for our citizens, including researchers. The Ukrainian people face unprece-
dented aggression, but they also feel unprecedented support from the entire
civilised world. Ukrainians defend not only their land; they foster and stand
guard over rights, freedoms and progress held dear by all mankind. In par-
ticular, Ukrainian scientists will continue with their research, against all
odds.

Assistance to the geophysical society in Ukraine might include interna-
tional projects, remote scholarships, publication fee waivers, and discounts
on equipment. Transfer of scientific equipment (even second-hand) would
greatly help to improve scientific activity of local research groups. Interested
parties are encouraged to contact the authors.
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